Abstract-The paper deals with partial criteria system of estimation of pilot preparedness level before simulator training that allow to evaluate the ability to perform operations of helicopter control by the pilot. Presented the formalized problem statement, which includes the effectiveness criteria of training on the simulator. Provided the algorithm of of pilot preparedness evaluation on the basis of partial criteria. Presented a comparative analysis of calculation results of pilot preparedness level evaluation by this algorithm. The proposed approach provides optimal distribution of trainingload for the pilot based on his executive preparedness.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of plane crashes and accidents of the last few years shows that the causes of such situations can be joined into the following groups.
1) The human factor -50-60%. 2) Technical failure -15-30%.
3) External influence -10-20%. 4) Other (unclarified) -5-10%.
From this analysis it can be concluded that the main cause of occurrence of accidents is a pilot, as an element of the manmachine system.
The relevance of the development of computer simulators consists in two trendy tendencies of recent years. Firstly, there is a need for qualitative improvement of pilots training, caused by constant complication of helicopter systems and new control systems. Secondly, information technologies provide the opportunity to create new approaches and, consequently, training systems on the simulator, which exceeds for effectiveness all known.
For pilots training it is need to use modern methods and technologies, such as a training simulator. Using the simulator to maintain the pilot's qualification at the required level facilitates timely manifestation of necessity of increase of the professional level.
During the development of computer simulators main difficulty lies in the extreme mobility of simulator training technology, in which each element of the system should be modeled at a high level. Indeed, having advanced mathematical models of processes, and without solving the problem of their relationship with the pilot in real time, it is impossible to achieve effective form of control skills. At the same time, having models and powerful hardware and software simulator platform, but without having an adequate method of computer training, you can not rely on the consolidation and transfer of acquired skills and knowledge to real-life practice.
To create a qualitatively new system of helicopter pilots training, it is necessary to learn research methods based on the use of mathematical modeling of processes and devices, automatic control theory, the theory of artificial intelligence, cognitive engineering methods and statistical data processing [2] .
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT To solve multicriteria task it is necessary to find an optimum on the K criteria, and the task itself is formally written as:
Here X is a solution space and Y is aims or criteria space. Limits ( ) 0 g x  define the set of allowable solutions of the task.
Allowable set D is defined as a set of solution vectors x, that satisfy the constraints g(x):
The system of partial criteria of pilot performance effectiveness is built on the basis of knowledge of the numerical values of actual ( )
criteria. Under real conditions it is necessary take into account the intensity of work of the pilot:
In technical systems the criterion k g is the lower limit and the system tries not to exceed it. Then the intensity of link work will be equal to
The effectiveness of the pilot operation is evaluated differently in different hierarchical levels. From the position of the system of the highest hierarchical level, the pilots operation effectiveness is estimated by the degree of link using ( ) U t . The higher it is, then the link work that characterizes the pilot, is better. From the position of the reporting pilot, his operational capability is higher if better the fulfilled planned norm, regardless of the used resources. Accordingly, the result of the pilot operation in the reduced units from the position a system higher hierarchical level, is calculated accordingly to level of link that characterizes a pilot, with respect to the objective function. And from the position of reporting pilot in accordance with the objective function.
In the general case, the system of partial criteria includes three types of criteria, which will evaluate the pilot:
Depending on the rated parameter limit, partial criteria of activity effectiveness can be written as:
 from the system position of a higher hierarchical level;  from the position of the considered pilot (crew);  from the position of interests coordination of the pilot and crew [2] , [4] . a) at normalization with an upper limit:  from the position of higher hierarchical level system:
where ( ) k P t is the partial criterion in the given units; ( ) k V t is the partial criterion in the relative units;
 -from the position of the link:
where
 -from the position of interests coordination of system with higher hierarchical level of level and link that characterizes a pilot
b) at normalization with a lower limit: from the position system of higher level
 from the position of interests coordination of the link and systems
For convenience and formalization denote these criteria as:
It is known that the training process takes place in the course of joint activities of a trainer and a trained. For the automation of training process control is necessary to research activities of both to identify those of its elements, which automation is practically feasible.
The aim of efficiency improving is mastering by pilots of all necessary skills that ensure minimization (maximization) next during a fixed period of training time Т.
The effectiveness criteria of training by taking into account factors of accidents (number of accidents of various kinds) can be written as: 4 1 ,
where n i is the number of accidents due to poor performance of the ith single skill; р are total number of skills, required to a helicopter pilot for the successful execution of flights.
The dependence of the mistake criterion of training time can be defined as:
where 5 I  P(t, T) is the likelihood of wrong actions (relating to a single training) on a real helicopter by trained pilot during time t, if it is already passed the time T since the training. Parameters a and b are the coefficients generally dependent on individual characteristics of the pilot, such as seniority, experience, intelligence, education, resistance to stress and on the characteristics of productive activity, such as the presence of stress, the level of monotony of activity, proximity of the training conditions to real conditions of helicopter piloting.
Evaluation of possible prevented damage I 6 can be made by expert estimates. To estimate the I 6 average value of damage S срj from accident of Y j (j = 1…R) type multiplies by the number of exploited helicopters N One approach to the formation of the criterion that determines the effectiveness of the training on a simulator is to give to each single training a certain numerical value, for example, the average damage in the commission of mistake by pilot, related to single training and its corresponding single skill on a real helicopter. This value can also be obtained from the statistics correctly enough due to lack of baseline information, but the use of a method of expert estimations allows to bring quite reasonable scientific basis under this value.
As a criterion of effectiveness can be used a criterion which takes into account an academic progress of trained pilots on the simulator. The research shows that during the skills mastering, application of criterion of total academic performance maximum does not exclude the possibility of unacceptably low marks Application of the guarantee multiplicative criterion will provide a higher quality of training without a strong reduction of certain assessments, although it complicates the process of the given problem solving Achievement of this goal can ensured through the creation of an automated system of helicopter driving training control and optimization of the training plan by defining the required time of single skills mastering [3] .
IV. MULTICRITERIA OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM SOLUTION
As genetic algorithms belong to the multi-point search methods, optimization problem with them can be solved even in case of the multimodal nature of the objective functions. Moreover, they are also applicable to the problems with discrete search space. Therefore, genetic algorithms are one of the most powerful optimization mechanisms, while fairly simple in use [1] , [7] .
Algorithms based on an evolutionary approach to the multicriteria tasks solution can get rid of the main disadvantages of the classical methods, as are appropriate for large-scale problems and able to grab a Pareto-optimal points, even after a single algorithm iteration. By sustaining the solutions population and making use of the concept of Pareto optimality, evolutionary algorithms can process a variety of Pareto-optimal solutions in parallel. So, unlike most classical approaches to multicriteria optimization, when for every single point you must make a separate iteration of Paretooptimal solutions search algorithm, the application of evolutionary approach to vector optimization through incorporated in genetic algorithms multimodal search, you may receive different Pareto set points in a single run of the algorithm. This fact is a clear advantage of evolutionary approach to solving the problems of multicriteria optimization over traditional methods of solving them. As a result, genetic algorithms are very effective means of solving optimization problems, especially problems with vector criterion.
The genetic algorithm used for a particular purpose shall consist of the following main components [6] . 1) Representation of potential solutions to the problem.
2) The method, which creates an initial population of possible solutions.
3) Solutions evaluation function, which plays the role of the external environment, determining solutions in terms of their suitability. 4) Genetic operators that change the composition of the children (descendants).
5) The values of various parameters that are used by genetic algorithm (population size, the probability of genetic operators being applied, etc.).
In the development of specific methods for solving problems of multicriteria via genetic algorithm, the emphasis is on the modification of purpose suitability and selection with maintenance of the population diversity stages.
The most effective approach for the solution of this problem is Strength Pareto Evolutionally Algorithm (SPEA) method in which:
 to assign individuals a scalar value of fitness Pareto dominance concept is used;
 individuals non-dominating with respect to other members of the population are stored externally in a special external set;
 to reduce the number of individuals stored in an external set, clustering is performed, which in turn does not influence the process of searching the acquired properties in individuals.
Strength Pareto Evolutionally Algorithm uniqueness and advantages of the method lies in the fact that:
 it combines the above approaches in a single algorithm;  fitness of each individual in the populations in this method is determined only with respect to the external set individuals regardless of whether the individuals in population dominate each other;
 despite the fact that the "best" individuals obtained in the previous generations are stored separately -in the external set -they are still involved in the selection;
 and to prevent premature convergence the SPEA method uses a special mechanism for the formation of niches where the division of general fitness is carried out not in the sense of distance between individuals but based on Pareto dominance.
In solving the conditional multiobjective problem the final points should not just get in the Pareto set but comply with constraints -to lie in the allowable area. In this case, depending on the location of the allowable area in the search space, obtained Pareto-decision of conditional problem can change relatively to unconstrained problem solution.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The level of pilot preparedness can be represented as the corresponding values of actual parameters according to normalized in the current circumstances within the prescribed limits.
Pilot's actions in the expected conditions must be considered from the standpoint of interests reconciling of the system of higher hierarchical level and link.
The system of criteria of preparedness level assessment, includes:
 a group of private criteria corresponding to normalized criteria;  a group of common criteria for the criteria groups that combine private criteria according to certain characteristics;  a group of common criteria in tasks at a certain stage;  a group of common criteria by stages;  general criterion (efficiency criterion) of preparation of ensure the piloting readiness in the anticipated operating conditions of air transport.
